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4 STOKE ENGINE OIL/PREMIUM MULTIGRADE ENGINE OIL

Sevcol 4T oil is high-quality engine oil designed for use in 4-stoke cycle motor cycle. It is 
formulated to provide excellent wear protection and to resist viscosity and thermal 
breakdown at high temperatures to minimize the formation of sludge and varnish, it also 
protects against rust and bearing corrosion and is resistant to excessive foam buildup and air 
entrainment.

DIESEL & PETROL ENGINE OIL

Sevcol magna 20w40 is high performance heavy duty diesel engine oil for use in turbo 
charged and naturally aspirated diesel engines operating under service conditions, it is 
formulated from high efficient modern additive technology in combination with well 
praven base oil to provide excellent performance and robust affordable Engle 
protection under all type of operating conditions.

MULTIFUEL DIESEL ENGINE OIL

Sevcol Glide 15w40 is super high performance diesel engine oll for use in all. modern low 
emission, turbo charged & naturally aspirated diesel engines. It is an advance chemistry of 
selected hydro treated base stocks and carefully selected advanced additives to provide
utmost engine protection and extended cil drain intervals. The product has been specifically 
developed to meet the requirements of engines conforming to Euro 1 Euro 6 emission norms 
and also meets the stringent requirements of major global engine manufactures.

AUTOMOTIVE GEAR OIL

Sevcol GEAR EP & PREMIUM GEAR EP oll are high pressure auto motive gear 
lubricants manufactured from selected, highly refined base oil and blended with field 
proven additives that provide extreme pressure, anti-rust-corrosion and anti foam 
characteristics which improves lubrication of the drive train, and potentially extend 
oil drain intervals,

AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION FLUID

Sevcol TQ oil is a red dyed shear stable automatic transmission fluid which is designede 
to impart anti-wearant oxidation, dispersency, deforming and desired friction 
characteristics. It s low cost efficient of friction permits clutch plates to engaged slowly 
and gradually as the transmission shifts, its high viscosity Index and low pour point 
provides excellent against viscosity breakdown ensuring extended transmission life

FORK OIL

Sevcol Force SAFE-40 a superior quality mano grade engine oil formulated for 
both diesel and petrol mode from high viscosity index base os, friction modifiers, 
detergents additives

SEVC L
PASSENGER CAR ENGINE OIL

Sevcol Motor Cit 20W50 is a high performance mineral passenger car motor oil manufactured 
from high quality base Buids & a carefully balanced additive system to import very good 
thermo-cedative stability, effectively preventing the formation of slude & deposits, 
protecting critical components, such as camshafts, valve gear & bearings from wear & 
ensures over all protection from rust & corrosion resuming in high level of engine cleanliness 
& provides excellent cold starting characteristics & Increased engine efficency

AGRICULTURE MACHINERY OIL (PSO)

Sevcol Pump set oils are mono grade oil blended from refined base stocks and 
combination of antioxidant and anti-wear additives to meet the lubrication 
requirements of agriculture pumps sots

HYDRAULIC OIL

Sevcol Hydral oils are top quality oil with high degree of wear protection designed from 
selected mineral base fluids and race-proven anti-oxident, ant wear, anti-rust, and ann-faam 
additive technology to provide the highest level of protection & performance in a wide range 
of hydraulic applications, even where non anti wear hydrolic all are generally recommended.

COOLENT & BRAKE FLUIDS
Sevcol Coolant is a premium quality Antifreeze Coolant that has been tested for all 
automotive and light duty truck cooling systems not requiring the use of SCAs, 
regardless of color, When used in a flush and refill service of the cooling system, the 
product will provide 5 Year or 150,000 miles of service (which ever occurs first Solar 
coolant not only guards against freezing and over, it also provides critical protection 
against corrosion forming on system components, including aluminum.

GREASE

It is lithium thickened lubricating grease based on mineral oil and contains antioxidants, 
corrosion inhibitors and EP/ AW additives which offer stability, high load carrying capacity 
and good corrosion protection making it suitable for heavily loaded bearings as well as wet 
environments, it is quality multipurpose grease that can be used in both industrial and 
automotive applications like generator bearings, universal joints bearings, journal bearings, 
heavy londed trucks and contractor construction equipments antifriction ball and roller 
bearings found in tarm equipments crane and shovel bearings in contractar equipments and 
various applications operates at temperatures ranging from 20 degrees centigrade to 120 
degrees centigrade.


